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Case study : ecosystem accounting of
Oslo suburbs’ loss of large trees due to urban densification
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Source: Hanssen et al. 2019
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Planning question: net loss of regulating services
from trees due to sub-urban densification?
gain of smaller trees

loss of larger trees

Source: Hanssen et al. 2019
Note: differences in Lidar classification of vetegation between 2011-2014-2017

Relevance for municipal policy and planning (1/2)
- extent-condition account

Source: based on Hanssen et al. 2019
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Net gain in tree canopy extent in suburban
area 2011-2017, despite loss of taller trees
Source: https://transect.org/

Methods: Quantification and valuation of regulating
ecosystem services of urban trees using i-Tree Eco
Context
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Input data for i-Tree Eco
GIS & statistics
GIS analysis

Municipal tree inventory

LiDAR detection of
tree crowns
(Hanssen et al.
2019)

Building map
(Kartverket)

BYM tree database (29 928
trees)
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54 % suitable for i-Tree

Statistical analysis
Allometric equations

Source illustration : Zofie Cimburova, NINA

Air pollution removal
Avoided runoff
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i-Tree Eco results for average municipal tree
•

For each tree (16 189 trees = 54 %)
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Conclusions
•
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Value of air pollution removal = 94% of annual value of an avg. tree
(numerous accounting price assumptions…)

Building
energy savings
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Air pollution
removal
200 NOK

Source illustration :
Zofie Cimburova, NINA

Accounting price corrections to iTree Eco US default values
• Air pollution mitigation - Norwegian PM2.5, NO2 health damage
costs and SO2 building damage costs (not considering 100% future
electric vehicles)
• Carbon sequestration – Norwegian cost/tonne CO2 of reaching
national emissions reduction targets
• Energy savings from building cooling - 46% fossil fuel based
electricity imports – Norwegian electricity price 2017
• Stormwater runoff reduction – current additional sewage treatment
costs in Oslo from combined sewage overflow (not including future
upgrade costs of sewage infrastructure due to climate change 5.5
times current costs to 2050)
• 2% risk free social discount rate for NPV asset calculations (not
considering current near 0% interest rates)
www.nina.no
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Bayesian Belief Networks to generalize asset value to all
trees in the built zone of Oslo
iTree Eco emulation model in a Bayesian Belief Network (BBN)

Source: Cimburova and Barton 2020
www.nina.no

Asset values of urban trees due to regulating services
(generalized to Oslo using iTree Eco emulation model )

406 000 ‘tree crown
objects’
= 5,4 billion kroner
asset value
www.nina.no

GeoExplorer - GeoNodeNinWeb11 (nina.no)

BBN asset valuation model
used to generate per unit asset
prices….

Source illustration : Zofie Cimburova, NINA

…conditional on air pollution zone
and tree characteristics
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Note: nonparametric
distributions of
asset value
capturing spatial
heterogeneity

Relevance for municipal policy and planning (2/2)
- monetary tree asset account

Source: own calculations (not peer reviewed) based on Hanssen et al. 2019
Note: *expected m2 tree crown asset values derived from BBN emulation model

But the losses and gains are
unevenly distributed. Some
neighbourhoods experience a
net loss, some a net gain.

Net gain in tree asset
value due to regulating
services of NOK 50 million
in 2011-2017.
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Source map : Hanssen et al. 2019
Source figure: adapted Barton D.N. et al. (2019).
Source transect illustration
https://transect.org/
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